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Do you feel called to teach the Divine Principle? Consider applying today to participate in our first ever
Lecture Training Intensive at the International Peace Education Center (IPEC), June 13-19.
When we reflect on the young but rich history of the Unification Movement, the influence of Divine
Principle lectures can’t be overstated. The doorway for most who would join the movement was the
resurrecting quality of the insights of the Principle articulated by True Parents, which often clarified and
gave new life to a personal sense of purpose, faith, and responsibility.
In an effort to revive and develop this invaluable practice of the early movement, we are inviting a new
generation to participate in a 7-day lecture training intensive at IPEC as a first step toward certification as
lecturers of 1-day, 2-day, and eventually 7-day Divine Principle seminars.
Though we are looking primarily for young people to step up and inherit the tradition of teaching the
Principle from our veteran first-generation lecturers, there is no age limit to apply. We welcome anyone
who feels sincerely called to teach to apply.
Please note, however, that the seminar schedule, true to its name, will be intense. Long hours of lecture
practice over the course of the week, often in one-on-one settings, should be expected. There will be
breaks and other activities, of course, and a full-day’s outing in the middle of the intensive; but the
purpose of the seminar is truly to prepare participants to teach the Divine Principle with confidence,
wherever they may go after the seminar ends. This purpose will require sincere commitment from
participants throughout the intensive, and for those who choose to continue their practice and training
back home, in the months that follow.
We do have a limited number of spots this year; so, if for any reason you apply but are not accepted this
year, never fear! It is our intention to host annual teaching training intensives and seminars moving
forward, so there will be future opportunities to participate.
Apply by May 17 11:59:59 PST to qualify.



IPEC LECTURE TRAINING INTENSIVES
Empower your life of faith through a deeper understanding of the Divine Principle and greater confidence in
sharing its contents by attending one of our special, 7-day Divine Principle Lecture Training Intensives!
Upon successfully completing this intensive, you can become a nationally certified lecturer of a 1-day Divine
Principle seminar, empowering your region and local community with the invaluable service and ability to share
God’s Word and True Parents’ core teaching. Top lecturers will also be considered as candidates for future
lecture training internships at IPEC, where they will be able to practice lecturing under the guidance of Rev.
Andrew Compton, our national director of education at IPEC.
Please note! As an intensive, this seminar will be predicated on long hours of lecture practice over the course of
the week, often in one-on-one settings. There will be breaks and other activities, of course, and a full-day’s
outing in the middle of the intensive; but the purpose of the seminar is truly to prepare participants to teach the
Divine Principle with confidence, wherever they may go, after the seminar ends. This purpose will require
sincere commitment from participants throughout the intensive, and for those who choose to continue their
practice and training back home, in the succeeding months.
This intensive is the first step toward becoming a certified 1-day, 2-day, or 7-day lecturer. Apply for our first ever
Lecture Training intensive, scheduled to run from June 13-19, 2018 today, and take your first steps toward
becoming a master of the Divine Principle.
Application deadline: Saturday, May 17, 2018, at 11:59:59 PST
If you have any questions, please contact Mi Young Eaton, education coordinator, at meaton@unification.org.

IPEC LECTURE TRAINING APPLICATION: JUNE 2018
Name *

First

Email *

Last

Age *

Education Completed *

Sub-Region *
1 - Northeast
2 - Southeast
3 - Midwest
4 - Southwest
5 - West

Other
Local Community *

City, State or Local Church

Name of Local Pastor *

First

Last

Local Pastor's Email *

Languages *
English
Korean
Japanese
Spanish
French
Other

What experience, if any, do you have in teaching the Divine Principle? *

Why do you want to become a Divine Principle lecturer? *

Letter of Recommendation 1: Sub-Regional Director, Pastor, or Ministry Leader *
no file selected
Letter of Recommendation 2: Your Choice *
no file selected

Submit

